
 

 

 

 ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

READING TO FOLLOW DIRECTION IN ORAL COMMUNICATION 
Oral communication is a situation where two or more people talk in conversation. Oral 
communication is more informal. In oral communication, the speaker uses a lot of things to 
help pass information. Those things are: 
1.His tone, which tells the listener(s) if he (the speaker) is angry or happy. 
2. His facial expression also communicates. 
3. He sometimes uses his eyes to make some gestures. 
4. Oral communicator also puts things in action. 
 

A typical oral communication is drama. 
To read and comprehend oral communication, the reader must know some of the basic rules 
that the writer observes. They include:  
1. The name of the speaker must be written behind what he says. 
2. The actions are written in bracket. So while reading, you should know that those in brackets 

are not meant to be said but acted. 
3. Sometimes, the writer may stop to explain certain things in a narrative form before the 

conversation continues. 
 
PASSIVE AND ACTIVE FORMS CONTINUED.       

 

Tenses Passive form (Object + Be + Past participle + By + Subject) 

Present simple The bridge is constructed by a good company. 

Present continuous The bridge is being constructed by a good company. 

Past continuous The bridge was being constructed by a good company. 

Present perfect The bridge has been constructed by a good company. 

Future(going to) The bridge is going to be constructed by a good company. 

Future (will) The bridge will be constructed by a good company. 

 

Active forms. 
1. A good company constructs the bridge. (Present simple). 
2. A good company is constructing the bridge. (Present continuous). 
3. A good company constructed the bridge. (past simple). 
4. A good company has constructed the bridge. (present perfect). 
5. A good company is to construct the bridge. (Infinitive - to), etc. 
 
READING:  MYTHS - SUPERNATURAL, SUPERSTITION, ETC. 

Myths are ancient stories that have spiritual inclination. They contain superstitious beliefs 
that are popular and acceptable among the people.  
In Igbo land for instance, there is the issue of Ogbanje, sea god, and that of Amadioha (god of 
thunder). So, myths have supernatural and superstitious elements. The stories have human 
level and the supernatural/superstitious levels where the latter influences the happenings.  
There is always a conflict between man and man on the one hand, and man and spirits on the 
other. 
 
 

  



 

 

 

VERBS: REGULAR AND IRREGULAR. 
Meaning: Regular verbs are verbs that form their past and past participle forms by adding 'd' 
or 'ed' to their present forms. 
 
Examples of regular verbs are: 

Present tense Past tense Past participle form 

Arrive Arrived Arrived 

Bribe Bribed Bribed 

Cook Cooked Cooked 

Carry Carried Carried 

Dance Danced Danced 

Fail Failed Failed 

Heal Healed Healed 

Heap Heaped Heaped 

Kick Kicked Kicked 

Kill Killed Killed 

Laugh Laughed Laughed 

Live Lived Lived 

Move Moved Moved 

Push Pushed Pushed, etc. 

 

Irregular Verbs:  These are verbs that change their internal vowels or the entire root words 
in forming their past and past participle forms. 

 

Present tense Past tense Past participle 

Buy Bought Bought 

Bring Brought Brought 

Come Came Came 

Draw Drew Drawn 

Drink Drank Drunk 

Flee Fled Fled 

Tear Tore Torn 

Give Gave Given, etc. 

More examples of irregular verbs are in your Current English Textbook 1, page 226. 
 

POETRY AND TYPES 

Meaning: Poetry is a branch of literature, which is also a piece of writing arranged in patterns 
of lines, stanzas and verses, to show the poet's imagination, deep thoughts and powerful 
feelings. 
Characteristics of poetry 

Poetry has regular rhythmic pattern. 
It is written in concrete language and poetic license helps poets to use words economically 
and even unconventionally. 
It is written in verses and stanzas. 
  



 

 

 

TYPES OF POETRY 

1. Ballad: Ballad is a traditional poem, short stories that could be sung. This deals with stories 
of love, war, pity, adventure, etc. 

2. Dirge: This is a poem for mourning the death of a dear person. Dirge can be tuned into 
music. 

3. Elegy: It is a poem that expresses grief and sorrow. It is a poem of mourning used to mourn 
the death of a person's bosom friend. 

4. Epic: This is a long narrative poem that tells the story of the heroic deeds and action of 
great importance. 

5. Lyric: Lyric is a fairly short musical poem that is usually simple with good rhyme. It is highly 
emotional. 

6. Ode: This is a long lyrical poem, which deals with the deep thoughts and meditations of the 
poet.  

7. Sonnet: This is a poem of fourteen lines with a specially arranged rhyme scheme. 
 

CONTEXTUAL MEANING OF WORDS 

Words in English Language are used in two ways;  
i.  Semantic meaning and, 
ii.  Contextual meaning. 
Explanations. 
Semantic meaning is the meaning of a particular word outside context, that is, what that word 
means when not in a sentence or passage. 
Contextual meaning is what the word means in a context, that is, in a particular sentence or 
passage. 
 
Contextual meanings of words can be studied under the following: 
i. Synonyms. 
ii. Homophones. 
iii. Homonyms. 
iv. Idiomatic expressions and phrasal verbs. 
 

Synonyms: These are words that have similar or nearly, the same meaning in English 
Language. Example, begin = start or commence, shift = move or adjust, etc. 
"Perfect" and the word "complete" can be said to be similar in meaning, yet they cannot 
replace each other in all contexts.  
Example: Mike is "perfect" in his use of the English language.  'Complete' cannot replace 
'perfect' in this context but 'accurate' can. As in; Mike is 'accurate' in his use of the English 
language. 
 

Homophones: These are words that have the same pronunciation but have different spellings 
and meanings. Examples: fare and fair, know and no, hear and here, etc. 
i. Please sir, I need hundred naira for my fare. 
ii. Sixtus is fair in complexion. 
 

Homonyms: These are words that have the same spellings and pronunciation but have 
different meanings. Examples: 'Man' could mean "a male person" or "to be responsible for 
something" as in;  
i. I saw the man on the gate.  
ii. The teacher told us to man the gate.  



 

 

 

Phrasal verbs: These are combinations of a simple verb with an adverb, preposition or both, 
thereby, making a new verb with different meaning. 
Example: i. I grew up in the city. I was brought up in the city. 
                ii. Take off: Idiomatic meaning is " to go into the air". 
                    Denotative meaning is "to remove", etc. 
 

DRAMA 

Drama: This is a branch of literature that is meant to be acted on a stage. 
Elements of Drama are as follows: 

i. Theme:  This is the central or main idea of the play, that is, what the play is all about. 
ii. Setting: This is the place, time and period of play, that is, atmosphere and environment 

where the play took place. 
iii. Plot: This means the arrangement of the events or the incidents in the play in logical and 

sequential manner, that is, from the beginning to the middle, then to the end. 
iv.  Characters: These are the people that act in play.  
v. Characterization: This is when the playwright makes people to do what he wants them to 

do. 
 

Features in drama. 
a. Costumes: These are the dresses which characters wear while performing on a stage. 
b. Play Director: This is the person who directs in a play. 
c. Prompter: This is a person who reminds the characters of the forgotten part of their speech 

or line of action. He is always outside the stage. 
d. Prologue: This is the introduction to a play which tells about the action of the play. 
e. Epilogue: This is the concluding part of a piece of play. The summary of what happened in 

a drama. 
f. Suspense: This is a delay technique employed by the playwright to hold the audience so as 

to make them watch till the end of the drama. 
g. Interlude: This is the interval between two events in a play during which music is played to 

entertain the audience to lessen tension. 
h. Cast: This includes all the actors and actresses performing different parts in a play. 
i. Soliloquy: This is a dramatic technique in which an actor speaks aloud to himself. 
j. Flashback: This is a device by which a previous event or action is brought to the present. 
k. Tragic flaw: This is the weakness in a tragic hero or protagonist that leads to his downfall. 
 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 MATHEMATICS 

ANGLES 

 Angles: (a) Identification and properties of angles at a point, vertically opposite angles, 
adjacent, alternate and corresponding angle. 
(b) Identification of angles on a straight line. 
(a) Identification and properties of angles at a point. Angles at a point add up to 3 
Examples 
 
 
 
                                     x       y 
                                        z 
 
                           ∴  x + y + z=3600  
 
 
Vertically Opposite Angles: Vertically opposite angles are equal. 
Example:                      
                                    C                                 B 
                                                     b      
                                             a              c 
                                   A                 b                 D 
 
 
In the above, angle “a" is vertically opposite to angel "c” and angle" b" is vertically opposite 
to angle "d". Therefore, a = c and b = d 
(3)  Adjacent Angles: adjacent angles can also be complementary, if their sum is equal to 
900. Supplementary, if their sum is equal to 180o.  In the diagrams below, we have; 
 a.  
 
 
                                       a 
                                            b 
 
 If a = 35o.  and b= 55o; then a and b are said to be complementary angles, 
because 35o + 550 =90o   
(b)  
 
 
 
                                 a            b 
 
If a = 1210 and b. = 59o, then a and b are supplementary angles. Therefore, 121o + 59o= 180o 

(4) Alternate and corresponding angles: These are the types of angles that are formed on 
parallel lines, such as in the example below; 
  



 

 

 

(a) Corresponding angles:  
                                                                                              S 
 
 
                                                           a              b 
X                                                                                                         Y 
                                                   d              c 
                                   p                 
U                                                q                                                           V 
                            s              r 
 
                   R 
 
In the above, diagrams XY and UV are parallel lines. While line RS which cuts the parallel 
lines XY and UV is called the transversal.  Therefore, angle "a" corresponds with angle "p", 
angle "d” corresponds with angle "s" etc.  Therefore, they are called corresponding angles. 
                                                                                                                               b 
                          a                                                                                                 c 
                         d                                                                  
                       p                                                                                                                                                   q 

                       s                                                                                              r 
 
 
 
(b) Alternate Angles; 
Angle "d" is alternate to angle "q", angle " c" is alternate to angle "p". 
They are alternate angles or ‘z’  angles.  
                                                                                                                c 
                              d 
 
                                                                                                   p 
 
                     q 
 
Find the sizes of the lettered angles. 
Example: Angle at a point. 
(1)  x + 109o + 101o+ 90o = 360o (angles at a point) 
x + 300o = 360o, x = 360o-300o, x = 60o 

 
                                109o 
                            x 
                                     101o 
 
 
 
(2)  Example: vertically opposite angles: 
 
                                85o 
                             a       c 
                                b 



 

 

 

 
 
b = 85o---------- (vertically opp. angles are equal) 
850 + c =180o (sum of angles on a straight line) 
c =180o -  85o, c = 95o 

a = c. (vertically opp. angles are equal) 
Therefore, a = 95o 

(3) Example: Adjacent Angles: 
                     k 
             18o 
 
 
 
K + 180 = 900 (adjacent angles), k = 900 - 180, k = 720. 
(4) Alternate and Corresponding angles: 
 
                                                43o 
                                             x 
 
                        y        z 
 
 
 
 
43o = z (corresponding angles are equal) 
Therefore, z = 43o 

                                   43o 
 
 
 
                         z 
 
 
x + 43o = 180o (angles on a straight), x = 180o - 43o x = 137o 

y = x = 137o (alternate angles are equal). 
alternate angles: 
 
                               x = 137o 
 
 
         y = 137o 
 
 
  



 

 

 

Need for statistics  
Statistics can be defined as a branch of science that deals with the methods of collecting,  
organizing, presenting and analyzing data for a specific purpose. We use the word data 
when basic information is given out when numbers are attached to any given information it 
is called statistical data or statistics. 
 
The table below contains statistical data about two teams: 

 Games Played Won Lost 

Eagles 18 10 5 

Falcons 15 2 8 

 
The above information shows that Eagles seem to be more successful than Falcons. A good 
player, looking at the statistics will prefer to play for Eagles. 
 

Purpose of Statistics 

Statistics is used to pass information to the appropriate authority. This helps to make future 
prediction.  
   
Data Collection 

In order to collect data, you need to be able to count, write down or record. Below show the 
same data collected in two different ways by two students,  
(a) bus, car, car, car, lorry bicycle, bicycle, car, car, lorry, bicycle, car. 
(b)  

Vehicles Tally  Total 

Car IIII l 6 

Bus I 1 

Lorry II 2 

Taxi - - 

Bicycle III 3 

Motorbike - - 

 
 

Presentation of Data  

We have two main ways of presenting data: 
(a) Presentation of numbers or values in lists and tables. 
(b) Presentation using graphs i.e, pictures. 
 
List and Table  

(I) Rank Order List: This means to arrange from highest to lowest. 
Example: Here are the 15 grades in rank order.  A, A, A, B, B, B, B, B, C, C, C, D, E, E, F.  
 In the above case, all the grades are put in the list even though most of them appear more 
than once. The arranged list makes it easier to find the highest and lowest grades. 
 

(ii) Frequency table: means the number of times something happens. Example of prepared 
frequency table of the above information. 

Grade A B C D E F 

Frequency  3 5 3 1 2 1 

 



 

 

 

(b) Graphical Presentation: Here a graph or picture is use to show the meaning of statistical 
data more clearly than a list or table or numbers. The following graphs use pictures to 
depicts information. 
(I) Pictogram 
(ii) Bar Chart. 
(iii) Pie Chart. 
 

Median 

When a set of numbers is in order of size, the median is the middle number. 
Example: Find the median of 1, 2, 4, 5, 7. The number is already arranged in increasing 
order, therefore we have 4, median = 4 
Note: when the number is not arranged, you first of all arranged it in increasing order. 
 
 

  



 

 

 

 ASUSU IGBO 

ODIDE ONUOGUGU BIDO NA NARI ABUO NA OTU RUO NA NARI ISE 

Gini bu onuogugu? Onuogugu bu otu n'ime ngalaba e nwere na mkpoaha nke na-egosi ole ihe 

di.  

 

Usoro Onuogugu  

E nwere usoro abuo esi agu ihe onu n'ala Igbo. Ha bu:  

A. Onuogugu n'uzo mgbe ochie.  

B. Onuogugu n'usoro nke ogbara ohuru.  

 

A. Onuogugu n'uzo mgbe ochie: Nke a bu usoro onuogugu eji agu ihe onu mgbe mbu.  
Imaatu: 

1- Otu              10- Iri               20- Ogu               30- Ogu na iri             50- Ogu nabo na iri, d.g.z.  

 

B. Usoro onuogugu ogbara ohuru: O bu onuogugu eji agu ihe onu ugbua n'ala Igbo.  

 

Odide onuogugu bido nari abuo  na otu ruo nari ise (201-500) 

201= Nari abuo na otu  

205= Nari abuo na ise  

210= Nari abuo na iri  

215= Nari abuo na iri na ise  

220= Nari abuo na iri abuo  

225= Nari abuo na iri abuo na ise  

230= Nari abuo na iri ato  

235= Nari abuo na iri ato na ise 

240= Nari abuo na iri ano  

245= Nari abuo na iri ano na ise  

250= Nari abuo na iri ise  

255= Nari abuo na iri ise na ise  

259= Nari abuo na iri ise na iteghete  

260= Nari abuo na iri isii  

265= Nari abuo na iri isii na ise  

270= Nari abuo na iri asaa  

275= Nari abuo na iri asaa na ise 

280= Nari abuo na iri asato  

285= Nari abuo na iri asato na ise  

290= Nari abuo na iri iteghete  

295= Nari abuo na iri iteghete na ise  

300= Nari ato  

305= Nari ato na ise  

310= Nari ato na iri  

315= Nari ato na iri na ise  

320= Nari ato na iri abuo  

325= Nari ato na iri abuo na ise  

330= Nari ato na iri ato  



 

 

 

335= Nari ato na iri ato na ise  

340= Nari ato na iri ano  

345= Nari ato na iri ano na ise  

350= Nari ato na iri ise  

355= Nari ato na iri ise na ise  

360= Nari ato na iri isii  

365= Nari ato na iri isii na ise  

370= Nari ato na iri asaa  

375= Nari ato na iri asaa na ise  

380= Nari ato na iri asato  

385= Nari ato na iri asato na ise  

390= Nari ato na iri iteghete  

395= Nari ato na iri iteghete na ise  

400= Nari ano  

410= Nari ano na iri  

415= Nari ano na iri ise  

420= Nari ano na iri abuo  

425= Nari ano na iri abuo na ise  

430= Nari ano na iri ato  

440= Nari ano na iri ano  

445= Nari ano na iri ano na ise  

450= Nari ano na iri ise  

455= Nari ano na iri ise na ise  

460= Nari ano na iri isii  

465= Nari ano na iri isii na ise 

470= Nari ano na iri asaa  

475= Nari ano na iri asaa na ise  

480= Nari ano na iri asato  

485= Nari ano na iri asato na ise 

490= Nari ano na iri iteghete  

495= Nari ano na iri iteghete na ise  

499= Nari ano na iri iteghete na iteghete  

500= Nari ise  

 

ORU NDI IGBO NA-ARU N'OGE MBU NA OGE UGBUA  

Ndi Igbo nwere akaoru di iche iche nke ha agaghi amu amu wee mebe. 
  

Akaoru ndi Igbo n'oge gboo gunyere:  

Oru ugbo, ichu nta, izu ahia, ikpu ihe okpukpu, ikpa ihe okpukpa, d.g.z.  

N'oge ugbua akaoru agbanweela. O bu ndi Bekee guzogidere ha.  
 

Ufodu n'ime akaoru ogbara ohuru ndi ahu gunyere: 

Dibia Bekee, Okaikpe, Njinia (engineer), Oru uloaku, Noosu (nurse), Ukochukwu, Onyenkuzi, 

Ndi uweojii, Ndi ami (Army).  
 

  



 

 

 

Uru akaoru bara  

1. O na-enye mmadu obi anuri.  

2. E ji akaoru a mara mmadu.  

3. Akaoru bu okpueze n'ebe mmadu no.  

4. Akaoru na-akwalite oganiihu n'obodo.  

5. O na-eme ka aha mmadu na-ewu ewu. 
 

Nkewa akaoru di iche iche  

Oru ndi Igbo kewara uzo ato.  

Ha bu ndi a:  

1. Oru naani umunwoke na-aru.  

2. Oru naani umunwaanyi na-aru.  

3. Oru nwoke na nwaanyi na-aruko onu. 
  

Oru naani umunwoke na-aru  

Ufodu n'ime ha gunyere:  

ite nkwu, igbu akwu, iru ulo, ikpu uzu, ichu nta, iche nche, inya ugboala, iku azu, iha mmiri 

d.g.z.  
 

Oru naani umunwaanyi na-aru  

Umunwaanyi nwere oru di iche iche ha na-aru dika okike uwa ha siri di. Ha bu:  
1. Ikpa ihe okpukpa  
2. Izu ahia ihe nri  
3. Oru uloaku 
4. Oru ugbo  
5. Oru noosu, d.g.z.  
 

Oru umunwoke na umunwaanyi na-aruko onu.  

Ha bu ndi a: 

1. Izu ahia  

2. Oru oyibo dika: Dokita, Polisi, Oru nkuzi, d.g.z. 

3. Ikpa ihe okpukpa di iche iche.  
 

 

EDEMEDE NDUZI:  "EZINAULO" 

Lee ndiniisiokwu a turu anya mgbe a na-ede edemede banyere "Ezinaulo":  

1. Gini bu ezinaulo? 

a. ndi otu obara jikotara onu dika nne, nna, na umuaka. 

 

2. Olee ndi mebere ezinaulo?  

a. Di, nwunye, umuaka, d.g.z.  

 

3. Kedu nkenuudi ezinaulo e nwere?  

a. Ezinaulo otu mkpuke. 

b. Ezinaulo mbisa.  

 

4. Olee oru rubeere onye obula n'ezinaulo?  

a. Oru nna: iweta ego nri, ikwu ugwo akwukwo, ichedo ezinaulo ya, ikuziri umuaka ihe, ikuziri 

ha Omenaala Igbo, d.g.z.  



 

 

 

b. Oru nne: isi nri, ije ahia, izulite umuaka, ilekota umuaka, idebe ezinaulo ocha, iru oru 

ezinaulo, d.g.z.  

ch. Oru umuaka: ichu mmiri, ikpata nku, ihichasi ulo, izachasi mbara ezi na ime ulo ha, ije ozi 

di iche iche, d.g.z.  

 

5. Olee uru ezinaulo ndi Igbo bara?  

a. Ichekwaba ndi no na ya.  
b. Izulite umuaka.  
ch. Inye nkuzi di iche iche.  
d. Imu omumu baa uba.  
e. O na-ebelata ahuhu diiri okenye.  

 

 

 

 FRENCH 

LES EXPRESSIONS DE CALCULS 

Les vocabulaires de Mathématiquesr 
1. Plus / et--- (+) addition 
2. Moins--- (-) subtraction  
3. Fois —-(×) multiplication  
4. Partage---- (÷) divide  
5. Divisé par----- (÷) divided by  
6. Égal/ font--- (=) equal to  
 

Les Calculs  
1. 2 plus 2 font 4 
2. huit et trois égal onze. 
3. 3 fois 4 font 12 
4. dix divisé par cinq égal deux. 
5. 30 moins 12 font 18 
6.  six partage vingt quatre égal quatre 
7. 3 divisé par six font demi etc. 
 

Les Fractions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
½ demi                                                 1/3 tier                                    ¼ quart   
 
 
 

 
 
 
                            1/5 Cinquieme                                                                2/3 Tier 



 

 

 

Les Animaux  

i. Les animaux domestiques  
Français         Anglais 

un chien         dog 
un chat          cat 
une chèvre    goat 
un mouton    sheep 
un agneau     lamb 
un vache        cow 
un âne            donkey 
un chameau  camel  
un cochon      pig  
un cheval       horse  
 

Les Animaux sauvages  

Francais             Anglais  

un lion               lion 
un éléphant      elephant  
un tigre              tiger  
un singe.            monkey  
un tortue           tortoise  
un zèbre            zebra  
un hippopotame  hippopotamus  
un serpent            snake 
un gorille            gorilla  
un girafe            giraffe  
Une hyne            hyena  
un caméléon       chameleon  
un crocodile        crocodile  
 

Les Oiseaux  

Francais.          Anglais  

un dindon        turkey  
un canard         duck  
une oie            goose  
un chauve-souris  bat 
un milan           kite  
un aigle            eagle  
un hibou          owl  
un perroquet    parrot  
une colombe     dove  
un coq              cock  
une poule         hen 
une pintade     guinea fowl 
une pigeon      pigeon  
un poan          peacock    
un vautour      vulture  
une autruche    ostrich  
 

 

 



 

 

 

 BASIC SCIENCE (BST 1) 

THE EARTH IN SPACE 

Components of The Solar System. 

The solar system consists of the sun and the moons and natural heavenly bodies which move 
around it. These bodies are called the planets. The order of planets from the sun is: 
i. Mercury          ii. Earth          iii. Mars            iv. Jupiter            v. Saturn          vi. Uranus 
vii. Neptune   viii. Pluto. 
All the planets revolve (or move) round the sun, each in its own orbit. 
Rotation and Revolution of the Earth. 

The earth carries out two types of movements. These are: 
a. Rotation            b. Revolution 
 
a. Rotation of the earth - The earth rotates on its axis and completes one revolution in 24hrs, 
that is, a day. The rotation of the earth brings day and night. 
b. Revolution of the earth- The earth revolves round the sun. The revolution of the earth 
causes seasons. That is, one complete revolution of the earth around the sun takes a year.  
 
ECLIPSE OF THE SUN AND THE MOON. 

 An eclipse is the total or partial disappearance from view of heavenly bodies as a result of 
another heavenly body coming between that heavenly body and the observer. They are 
caused by the revolution of the earth and the moon. 
 
ECLIPSE OF THE SUN 

Eclipse of the sun (or solar eclipse) occurs when the moon comes between the sun and the 
earth. The moon blocks the sunlight from reaching the earth. During solar eclipse, the sun, 
moon and earth are all on a straight line. 

 
ECLIPSE OF THE MOON 

Eclipse of the moon occurs when the earth comes between the sun and the moon. The earth 
blocks all direct sunlight to the moon, causing it to not reflect anything visible back to earth. 
Note: refer to your textbook for diagrams. 
 
THE CLIMATES AND SEASONS OF THE YEAR 

 A season is a period of time in a year e.g rainy season. The revolution of the earth round the 
sun causes the occurrence of the seasons, the earth completes one revolution round the sun 
in 365 and quart days. This is why 365 days make one year. 
Every fourth year, one additional day is added to make up the one quarter day, which should 
be included in each year. The fourth year with 365 days is called leap year. The month of 
February has 29 days (leap year). 
 There are four seasons in Europe: 
a. Winter- days are very cold. 
b. Spring- weather starts getting warm. 
c. Summer- weather is hot. 
d. Autumn- it starts getting cold. 
 Meanwhile, in West Africa, there are only two seasons:  
a. Rainy season- It starts from the end of April to October. 
b. Dry season- starts from November and ends March. 



 

 

 

BASIC TECHNOLOGY (BST 2) 
(Complete note already given in Volume One) 

 

PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION 
(Complete note already given in Volume One) 

 

CHRISTIAN RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
(Complete note already given in Volume One) 

 

 

 

 

 COMPUTER SCIENCE (BST 4) 

SPACING AND PUNCTUATION MARKS 
Alphanumeric Keys, Correct Line Spacing and Punctuation Marks.  

Alphanumeric keys  

They consist of letters, numbers, punctuation keys and some special keys.  
Touch typing: this is the ability to type without looking at the keyboard but focuses your eyes 
on the copy. 
 
Punctuation marks used in keyboarding 

The following are punctuation marks used in keyboarding: 
Full stop (.) 
Exclamation mark (!) 
Comma (,) 
Bracket (()) 
Question mark (?) 

 
Line Spacing (spacebar key)  

This is the long bar key at the bottom of the keyboard.  When you press the spacebar, it will 
give a blank space to the right side of the character. 
 
 

Correct finger placements 

Where fingers should be placed on the keyboard? 
The fingers on your left hand should be placed over the A, S, D, and F keys and the fingers on 
your right hand should be placed over the ;, L, K and J keys. These keys are considered the  
 
  



 

 

 

Home Row Keys. Your thumbs should either be in the air or very lightly touching the spacebar 
key. 

 
 

Note 

For keys with two or more characters, you may need to use two hands and two fingers to 
create the character. For example, with the bracket and brace keys ( [ { and ] } ), to type the 
curly bracket, first you must press the left Shift key with your left pinky. Then, press the open 
or close bracket key with your right pinky. 
 
How many fingers should be on the home row? 

With the four fingers of both hands on the home row there should be a total of eight fingers 
on the home row. 
 
Should my palms be resting or should they be raised? 

When typing, your palms should be raised and not resting on any surface, including a wrist 
pad, and held at a 10 to 30-degree angle. Raising or lowering your wrists too much in either 
direction or resting them while typing can cause stress and may lead to carpal tunnel 
syndrome. 
 
Other keyboard safety tips 

While keeping your palms raised while typing, there are also other tips you can follow to help 
prevent carpal tunnel and pain while you type. Keep the following suggestions in mind every 
time you type. 
 
Keep your keyboard home row height as close to elbow level as possible. 
Center the spacebar with your body. 
Do not angle or bend your wrists. While typing keep your wrists elevated and as straight as 
possible. 
Avoid hunt-and-peck typing as it causes strain on the neck from having to look down at the 
keyboard often. 
Don't use more force than needed to press the keys. 
When you are not typing make sure to rest your arms and hands. However, never rest your 
arms, hands or wrist on a sharp edge. 
Take a break from typing every 20 to 30 minutes. If you have a hard time remembering when 
to take a break, set a timer or drink lots of water, forcing you to go to the bathroom more 
often. 
 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE (PVS 1) 

DAMAGES DONE BY PIERCING AND SUCKING INSECTS 
1.  They suck cell sap. 
2.  They transmit disease pathogens (vectors). 
3.  They cause stunted growth. 
4.  They create wound through which pathogens enter the plants. 
 
DAMAGES DONE BY BITING AND CHEWING INSECTS 

1.  They eat up the leaves and stems of plants 
2.  They reduce photosynthetic area of plant. 
3.  They cause stunted growth. 
4.  The create wound through which pathogens enter the plants.  
 
DAMAGES DONE BY BORING INSECTS. 

1.  They eat up grains and destroy embryo. 
2.  They cause lodge of plants. 
3.  They reduce seed viability. 
4.  They contaminate grains with faeces. 
5.  They reduce stored produce to power. 
 
EFFECTS OF PESTS ON CROP YIELDS. 

1.  Insects that feed on leaves and young shoots or root may lead to death of plants or reduce 
photosynthesis. 
2.  Pests reduces the quality of farm produce for example, cotton lint and the viability of the 
cotton lint. 
3.  Some insects like Aphids, whitefly, cotton stainer, mealybug etc transmit diseases to crops. 
4.  Storage pest like weevil, rat, rabbit, reduce both the quality of stored grains and seeds. 
5.  Heavy attack by pests may lead to total crop failure. 
6.  Infested seeds usually have low germination capacity. 
 

CROP ITEMS PESTS  

Vegetables Insects, mammals 

Stored grains Weevils, rats 

Fruits Birds/bats, monkeys 

Tubers Mammals, rodents 

Seedlings/plants of rice 

and Cassava, oil palm 

Grass cutters, stem 

borers 

 
PRODUCTION 
Meaning of production:  Production is defined as the creation of goods and services.  It is the 
process of making or manufacturing goods and providing services.  One who grows rice, yam, 
cucumber is involved in production while a person that transports farmer’s produce to a 
market for sale and a person who sells them provide services. So a teacher is a producer as 
well as a carpenter. 
 
  



 

 

 

THE PROCESS OF PRODUCTION 

Production process involves    
Production -  Manufacturing -  Distribution -  Consumption 
 
FACTORS OF PRODUCTION 

There are many factors of production such as:  
a.  land      b.  labour     c.  capital   d.  entrepreneur (organizer/management.  
 
Land:  This comprises of all kinds of natural resources e.g soil on which farmers grow crop, 
livestock, built farm stead, forests, mineral wealth such as tin ore, gold, columbite.  This is 
where production starts.  Reward for land is rent. 
 
Labour:  This refers to all human effort, physical and mental that contribute to production of 
wealth. Kinds of labour are – skilled labour, unskilled labour and semiskilled labour.  Reward 
for labour is wage/salary. 

 
Capital – This is defined as man-made aid to production.  It could be money needed for 
business.  We may look at it as wealth that is used for creation of further wealth e.g.  house, 
machinery, hoes and machete cars and truck etc. 
 
TYPES OF CAPITAL 

1.  Fixed capital – machinery, building 
2.  Variable/working capital – current debts, money in hand and money at bank.  Reward for 
capital is interest.  
 
Entrepreneur – This is also known as an organizer who provides the needed capital and put 
together all the other factors of production.  He is also known as a risk bearer.  Reward for 
entrepreneur is profit. 
 
IMPORTANCE OF FACTORS OF PRODUCTION 

Land 

1.  Farming is done on land. 
2.  Minerals which yield money to many countries are got from land. 
3.  Many buildings activities like transportation, farm building take place on land. 
 
Importance of labour 

1.  Labour controls other factors of production. 
2.  Labour gives ideas for producing plants and animals and services. 
3.  Labour generates income. 
 
Importance of capital 

1.  It is necessary for producing goods and services. 
2.  It gives interests to farmers. 
 
Importance of entrepreneur 

1.  He is a risk bearer. 
2.  He decides what to produce, how to produce, where to produce and when to produce. 
3.  He pays the labourers.  
 
Characteristics of Land 



 

 

 

a.  It is a free gift of nature. 
b.  It is fixed, immobile or not transferable. 
c.  Land can be increased by drainage or reclamation. 
 
 
 

 HOME ECONOMICS (PVS 2) 

 FOOD ADDITIVE TO AVOID 

1. Artificial Sweeteners: found in diet or sugar free sodas, diet coke, sugar free gum, drinks, 
baking food cereal, pudding, ice tea, toothpaste. 

2. High Fructose Corn Syrup: found in most processed foods breads, candy, flavoured yogurts, 
salad dressings, canned vegetables, cereals. 

3. Trans Fat: found in margarine, chips and crackers, baked foods, fast foods. 

4. Common Food Dyes: found in candy, cereal, soft drinks, sports drinks and pet foods. 

5. Sodium Sulfite: found in wine and dried fruits. 

6. Sodium Nitrate: found in hot dogs, lunch on meat, curved meats, corned beef, smoked fish 
or any other types of processed meat. 

7. Sulfur Dioxide: found in beer, soft drinks, dried fruit, juices, wine, vinegar and potato 
products. 

8. Potassium Bromate: found in breads and rolls, potassium bromate is known to cause 
cancer in animals. Even small amounts in bread can create problems for humans. 

 

Undercooked Food: is food cooked for less than the recommended time. 

Overcooked Food: is food cooked for too long. 

 

HOW TO KNOW IF   FOOD IS UNDERCOOKED: 

Some of the best restaurants serve out food poisoning sometimes. So, it should not be a 
surprise this can happen to you. Take time to learn some techniques for testing the doneness 
of your meal. 

 

STEPS TO KNOW AN UNDERCOOKED FOOD: 

1. Use a tested recipe, and follow instructions carefully.  

2. Check the temperature of your oven: "an oven control dial may be 350o".  

3. Preheat the oven unless the cooking instruction says otherwise. 

4. Learn the correct temperature for different meals, then use a thermometer to check it. 

5. Be aware of the quality of the food you are cooking. Bacteria is the primary concern in 
causing food poisoning, and practically, any food can be contaminated if it is not handled 
properly.  



 

 

 

6. Cook vegetables until they are tender to your personal taste: potatoes, carrots and other 
large vegetables are usually done when a fork can be inserted easily. 

7. Use clean knife to test cakes and baked batter breads: insert a knife in the center, and if it 
comes out clean, the baked item is fully cooked. 

8. Learn to adjust recipes for cooking at high elevations.  

9. Test your paste: when cooking paste on a stove top, you can remove some, and taste it to 
make sure it is cooked thorough. 

 

WARNING FOR AN UNDERCOOKED FOOD  
1. Undercooked food may cause serious illness or even death. 
2. Don't eat food that is undercooked. 

 

Food Spoilage: is the process in which food deteriorates to the point where it is not edible to 
human.  

  

REASONS OF FOOD SPOILAGE  

Harvested food decomposes from the moment they are harvested due to attacks from 
enzymes, oxidation and micro-organisms.  

 

THESE ATTACKS INCLUDE 

1. Bacteria.       2. Mold.        3. Yeast.        4. Moisture.         5. Temperature.    6. Chemical 
reaction. 

 

A. BACTERIA: can be responsible for the spoilage of food. 

1. When bacteria break down the food, acids and other waste products are created in the 
process. 

2. The bacterial itself may or may not even be harmful on one’s health. 

 

B. YEASTS: can be responsible for the decomposition of food with a high sugar content. The 
same effect is useful in the production of various types of food and beverages such as 
bread, yogurt, cider and alcoholic beverages. 

 

C. SIGNS: signs of food spoilage may include an appearance different from the food in its fresh 
form, such as a change in colour, a change in texture, an unpleasant odour, or an 
undesirable taste. The item may become softer than normal. If mold occurs, it is often 
visible externally on the item. 

 

  



 

 

 

PREVENTION   

This can either totally prevent delay, or otherwise reduce food spoilage. 

1. Food Rotation System: using the first the first in first out method (FIFO), ensures that the 
first item purchased is the first item consumed. 

2. Preservatives: can expand the shelf life of food and can lengthen the time long enough for 
it to be harvested, processed, sold and kept in the consumer’s home for a reasonable 
length of time. 

3. Refrigeration: can increase the shelf life of certain foods and beverages though with most 
items, freezing can preserve food even longer, through even freezing has limitations. 

4. Canning: canning of food can preserve food for a particularly long period of time. Whether 
canned at home or commercially. Canned food is vacuum packed in order to keep oxygen 
out of the can that is needed to allow bacteria to break it down. Canning does have 
limitations and does not preserve the food indefinitely. 

5. Lactic Acid Fermentation: also preserve food and prevent spoilage. 

 

HARMFUL SUBSTANCE THAT SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN INTO THE BODY: 

 

Harmful Substances are defined as chemical, products and plants that threaten the safety of 
people and pets like cat or dog. 

 

HARMFUL CHEMICAL COMMONLY FOUND IN HOMES AND SCHOOLS INCLUDES:  

1. Ammonia.           2. Bleach.             3. Dish soap.              4. Antifreeze.           5. Alcohol. 

6. Insecticide.         7. Paint.                8. Petroleum products as kerosene etc. 

9. Herbicides.        10. Pesticides.      11. Drain cleaner.     12. Spray.                13. Cleaners. 

14. Certain cosmetics.      15. Swimming pool.           16. Additives.      17. Prescription medication. 

18. Recreational drugs.    19. Tobacco products.       20. Batteries among others. 

 

HARMFUL PLANT EXPOSURES INCLUDES:  

1. Mushrooms.          2. Poinsettias.            3. Oleanders. 

 

HARMFUL EXPOSURES. 

A Harmful Exposures:  is not a ways identifiable unless the person involved tells someone, 
asks for help or behaves inappropriately. Children are more likely not to tell an adult that they 
have swallowed some pills because they fear punishment. 

 

  



 

 

 

PREVENTING A HARMFUL EXPOSURE: 

1. Keep all harmful substance out of sight and reach and do not store them under the sink. 

2. Teach toddlers and young children to always ask first before touching or sampling new 
items. 

3. Never leave children alone with a harmful substance that the adult is using. 

4. Store household chemicals away from food to prevent contamination. 

5. Do not take medication in front of children. They may wish to mimic you. 

6. Never tell a child, medicine taste like candy. 

7. Keep all medication in their original bottles. 

8. When taking or giving medicine at night, turn on a light to see what is being administered. 

9. Suitcases should not be left open for children to explore. 

10. Remember even common house plants may be harmful or deadly when swallowed. 

 

DRUG ABUSE  

Drug can be said to be any substance used in medicine. It can also to be any substance taken 
by some people to get certain effect, such as happiness, and excitement and also for physical 
and mental influences it has on them. 

 

CLASSIFICATION OF DRUGS 

Drugs are classified into two, they are; 
1. The soft drug e.g antibiotics and analgesics. 
2. The hard drugs e.g cocaine, marijuana, heroin. 

 

A drug addict: is said to be someone whose life has become dependent on drugs. Hence, drug 
abuse. 

 

TYPES OF DRUGS THAT AFFECT THE MIND AND BEHAVIOUR  

1. Sedatives: drugs that relax the mind and induces sleep. 

2. Stimulant: drugs that excite the mind and increase alertness. 

3. Hallucinogens: drugs that provoke fantasy. It alters sensory processing in the brain. 

4. Narcotics: drugs that blocks the sense and reduce pains (induce sleeping). 

 

Drug Use: is the proper use of drugs like the ones recommended by a physician or the ones 
available in our society. 

Drug Misuse: is when drugs are intentionally or accidentally inappropriately consumed in 
improper amounts. 

 

  



 

 

 

EXAMPLES OF DRUGS MISUSE ARE: 

1. Taking drugs in excess, out of recommended doses. 

2. Taking drugs without consulting a physician. 

3. Offering one’s own medicine to others such as a mother who gives the remaining portion 
of a prescribed drug to her child because the child's symptoms resemble those of the 
mother's former illness. 

4. Prescribing of an inappropriate drug by a physician, etc. 

 

SOURCE OF DRUGS ARE 

1. Marijuana.        2. Opium.            3. Cocaine.          4. Morphine. 

5. Heroin.              6. Alcohol.           7. Tobacco/ cigarette. 

        

Drug Addiction is a state of periodic or chronic intoxication produced by the repeated 
consumption of a drug (natural/synthetic). 

A Drug Addict cannot do without the drug. Even if the person is being harmed. He cannot 
stop using the drug easily. 

                                   

CHARACTERISTICS OF DRUG ADDICTION 

1. An over powering desire or need (force that cannot be controlled) to continue taking the 
drug and to obtain it by all means. 

2. Tendency to develop tolerance or decreased effect. Hence, a tendency to increase the dose. 

3. A physical (psychological) and usually a physical dependence on the effects of the drug. 

4. Detrimental effects, not only on the individual but also, on the society. 

 
MEANING OF DRUG ABUSE 

Drug Abuse is taking of drugs not prescribed by a medical expert. It includes 
1. Taking of expired drugs. 
2. Taking of overdose. 
3. Taking heroine. 
4. Taking of cocaine. 
5. Taking of sleeping pills etc. 

 

Medicines are drugs that are used for treatment or prevention of disease. 
1. Some youths take drugs when they feel that they are fully matured and it makes them feel 

high. 
2. When youths want to feel good and get excited, they take drug. 
3. Youths always want to copy from their peer groups especially the negative behaviours in 

other to fit in with his peer groups e.g they may start smoking and taking alcohol. 
4. A teenage boy who is always shy to talk to a teenage girl for friendship. The teenage boy 

new decides to take alcohol to remove shy in him. This may lead to habitual taking of 
alcohol. 

5. An adolescent may be pushed by friends and among social circles to take drugs to know 
how it tastes and feels from having feelings to taste, he becomes drug abuse. 



 

 

 

CAUSES OF DRUG ABUSE AMONG YOUTH 

1. Peer pressure. 
2. Depression. 
3. The rate of unemployment among the youth. 

 

A. Peer Pressure: youth associate with different friends. Through the pressure from these 
friends a child tends to have a taste of these drugs continue to take it and becomes 
addicted to it at the long run. 

B. Depression: when certain things happen to someone that is considered very sad and 
disheartening, the person started thinking of the best way to become happy once more. 
Hence the use of hard drugs will come in. 

C. The Rate of Unemployment Among the Youth: here drugs can be said to be abuse when 
youth don't keep to the prescribe dosage and a continuous use of a particular drug for a 
long time without doctor’s approval. This kind of abuse is associated with soft drugs. 

 

EFFECTS OF DRUG ABUSE 

1. Skin rashes are a common symptom of drug abuse. 
2. Stomach upset, many of the drugs are taken orally, when they enter the stomach, the 

stomach lining is affected and this can result in vomiting, diarrhea and severe cramps. 
3. A prolonged use of drugs, damages the nervous system beyond repair. 
4. Drug abuse can lead to organ failure.  
5. Drug abuse may cause death. 
6. Drug addicts neglect their jobs and often lose them, leading to an economic loss for their 

families. 
7. Children of drug abusers suffer from insecurity and frustration. 
8. Drug abuse results in an increase in crime. 

 

EFFECT OF DRUG ABUSE ON YOUTH 

1. Social aspect. 
2. Financial aspect. 
3. Health aspect. 

 

A. Social Aspect, hard drug makes the taker hyper active at the point of taking this drug. This 
makes the taker to behave abnormal such as armed robbery, sexual abuse. 

B. Financial Effect/Aspects: the person that is much addicted to drug tends to spend more 
money on the purchase of these drugs.  

C. Health Effect. It makes the taker to become unstable, the taker tends to go mad and starts 
behaving abnormal.  

REMEDIES/SOLUTIONS TO DRUG ABUSE 

1. Parents should monitor the kind of friends their children are with and guide against bad 
company. 

2.  Rehabilitation of the affected persons. 
3. Teaching the effects of drug abuse in schools. 
4. Consent of a doctor should be sought before a prolong take of a particular soft drug. 

  



 

 

 

 CIVIC EDUCATION 
DEMOCRACY.  

MEANING OF DEMOCRACY 

Abraham Lincoln, the former president of the United States of America, 1861-1865 defined 

democracy as "the government of the people, by the people and for the people." Again 

Democracy has also been defined as a system in which the governmental powers vested on 

the people whether directly or indirectly through the process of an election. 

Political Democracy. This is possible under majority rule where the rights to make political 

decisions are exercised by the citizenry.  

Economic Democracy. This is an attempt to reduce both economic and social disparity arising 

from unequal distribution of private property.  

 

HOW DEMOCRACY WORKS OR THE PLACE OF POPULAR PARTICIPATION IN DEMOCRACY.  

Democracy cannot do without the people's active participation; this can take place in the form 

of action participation by;  

A. Belonging to a political party. Since a political party is that group of people who have the 

same ideas and who seek to take over the machinery of government through constitutional 

rights. Belonging to a party has already made a person work towards the democratic process.  

B. People who intend to occupy public posts organize campaigns, where they speak to the 

people or crowd that come to listen to them. There, they deliver what is regarded as 

manifestoes. 

C. Another way of political participation is by attending rallies where political parties deliver 

their manifestoes to non-party members.  

D. Voting during election is a way of participation. It is good for people who are eighteen years 

(18 years) and above to register so that they would have the voter’s cards which will enable 

them to vote during elections.  

E. Debating, discussing and analyzing political issues are forms of active participation.  

F. Holding of public office: When a person holds a public office, he is involved in the 

government decision-making and that makes that person very active politically.  

 

PARTICIPATION CAN BE VERY PASSIVE  

A. A citizen is passive when he is a political observer who just observes what is happening in 

the political scene without making any contribution. He does not register so as to belong to 

any party and does not analyse political issues.  

B. Another passive participation is through the attendance of rallies and campaigns and 

campaigns or even reading political issues in the papers yet does not in any way contribute 

vocally to democratic principles.  

 

 



 

 

 

TYPES OF DEMOCRACY  

The three main types of democracy are;  

1. Direct democracy.  

2. Indirect or representative democracy.  

3. Constitutional democracy.  

 

1. Direct Democracy: This is a situation whereby all the citizens especially males of a given 

small city or state gather together to take decisions on how the state would be governed.  

2. Indirect or Representative Democracy. Here the people elect a few people to represent 

them in government. Those elected would now represent the interest of every other citizens 

of the state.  Therefore, they would not see themselves as lords, while those who sent them 

are servants. This is widely practiced today because the society is growing and it is no longer 

possible for everybody to be involved directly. But everybody is involved indirectly through 

their representatives.  

 

FEATURES OR CHARACTERISTIC OF DEMOCRACY  

The features or characteristics of democracy includes: 

1.  Recognition of the fundamental human rights. Since powers belong to the people, the 

fundamental human rights of the citizens must be respected, preserved and must not 

trampled upon by public office holders.  

2. The existence of the rule of law. This states that the law is above every person in the state 

whether the person is the president or a gate keeper.  

3. Separation of power. This is a situation whereby the governmental powers are separated 

among the three arms of government, the Executive, Judiciary, and the Legislature.  

4. Periodic free and fair election. Political offices have fixed term for instance in Nigeria, it is 

eight years of two terms for the executive, while the legislature can go on. But there must 

be an election at the end of every four years.  

5. Presence of an independent judiciary: An independent judiciary is needed in any 

democratic set up. This helps to uphold the constitution as the reference point in 

governance and also give hope to the common man.  

6. Public opinion must be recognized: The government in a democratic system must listen to 

the public opinion and work with it.  

7. Freedom of the press must also exist.  

8. Presence of the opposition: If the opposition is not there, then it is no longer democracy 

but autocracy  

9. Existence of a multi-party system.  

 

  



 

 

 

NIGERIAN CONSTITUTION  

Constitution can be defined as the laws, rules, regulations, customs, and conventions that 

govern the behaviours of people in a given society.  

 

Sources of a Constitution  

1. History or past experiences.  

2. Written documents.  

3. Unwritten documents like oral traditions or age long practices.  

4. Judicial pronouncements 

5. Acts of the parliament or statute. 

6. Work of great men. 

 

History or past experience: This refers to certain things that happened in the past or in the 

history of a country.  

Written documents: This includes documents from past constitutions, constitutional 

references, international documents etc. All these written documents can serve as a source 

of constitution 

Unwritten documents: This includes customs, traditional beliefs, norms and values which can 

be used to draw up a constitution.  

Judicial pronouncement or precedents: these are many past judgments in the law court 

which forms important constitutional matters and can be used to draw up a new constitution. 

E. Acts of parliament: laws made by the legislature can be used as a Constitution.  

Works of great men or intellectual works: Great men with great intellectual works can 

provide articles that can be added in the Constitution.  

 

Classification of Constitution  
We have four classifications or forms of constitution  

A. Written constitution.  

B. Unwritten constitution.  

C. Rigid constitution.  

D. Flexible constitution.  

 

Written constitution  

This is a constitution that is found in a single document. It is documented in one book. All the 

laws, rules, principles that govern a country that has a written constitution are written down 

in one single document. Nigeria and Ghana are examples of countries that have a written 

constitution.  

Unwritten constitution  

An unwritten constitution is a type of constitution that is not found or written down in a single 

document. This means that an unwritten constitution could be written down but in different 

documents.  



 

 

 

Flexible constitution  

Flexible constitution is a type of constitution that can be easily amended. 

Rigid constitution  

A Rigid constitution is a constitution that cannot be amended easily. This means that a rigid 

constitution can be amended but its amendment will not be done easily like the flexible 

constitution.  

 

TYPES OF CONSTITUTION  

We have three types of constitution  

1. Federal constitution. 

2. Unitary Constitution. 

3.  Confederal constitution. 

 

Federal constitution 
In a federal constitution the powers of the government are shared among the tiers of 

government that is the federal or central government and component units which are the 

state and the local government.  

Features of a federal constitution  

1. It is usually written in nature.  

2. It is a rigid Constitution.  

3. A federal constitution shares governmental powers among the central and other tiers of 

government. 

4. The federal constitution is supreme and has the final say on government issues.  

 

Merits /Advantages of federal constitution  

1. It maintains the independence of the state and local government. 

2. It protects the interest of the minority group. 

3. Federal constitution does not allow the concentration of powers in a single central 

authority.  

4. A federal constitution ensures the participation of people at the grass root level.  

 

Demerit /Disadvantages of a federal constitution  

1. A federal constitution is rigid and therefore difficult to amend.  

2. It could lead to wastage of resources as government powers are separated.  

3. The federal constitution may produce a weak centre which could make some states more 

powerful than the others.  

5. It is usually difficult to take quick decision especially in times of ethnic’s crisis or emergency.  
  



 

 

 

Unitary constitution 

A Unitary constitution is a constitution that concentrates governmental powers and authority 

in a single central government. It does not share government with any other tier of 

government.  

 

Features of a Unitary constitution  

1. It concentrates government powers and authority in a single central government.  

2. A unitary government adopts a unitary constitution.  

3. The citizens show allegiance or support to one central government.  

 

Merits /Advantages of a unitary constitution  

1. A unitary constitution creates good atmosphere for internal stability and peace.  

2. It is flexible and can amended easily  

3. The concentration of powers in the hands of central government makes it possible for it to 

enforce unity in the entire community.  

 

Demerits /Disadvantages of a unitary constitution  

1. The minorities are often dominated, system of government. 

2. It is not a suitable constitution for a multi ethnic nation.  

3. The concentration of government power in one single authority can lead to bad leadership.  

4. It does not encourage grass root participation.  

5. It can lead to dictatorship and autocracy.  

 

 CONFEDERAL CONSTITUTION  

This is the type of constitution in which major government powers and functions are reserved 

for the states or component units while the federal or central government deals with 

currency, defense and foreign affairs.  

 

Features of a confederal constitution  

1. The component states are stronger than the central government.  

2. The citizens only show alliance to the government of their own state.  

3. Each member state has control over the internal affairs of its country.  

 

Merits /Advantages of a confederal constitution  

1. The supremacy of the state and regional government make the citizen closer to the 

government in power.  

2. It promotes unity in diversity.  

3. Members states has total control over their internal affairs. 

4. It reduces the fear of ethnic or majority domination. 

  



 

 

 

Demerits /Disadvantages of a constitution  

1. It produces weak centre.  

2. It does not develop unity among the states.  

3. It does not encourage development of the country.  

 

HUMAN RIGHTS  
This can be defined as the rights and privileges that every human being in a given state has or 

enjoys especially as it regards fairness, justice and equity which cannot be tampered with by 

the government. These rights are also referred as the fundamental human rights which were 

enshrined in the 1979 Nigerian constitution. These include: 

1. Right to life: Nobody has the right to kill or take somebody's life because everybody has the 

right to live. If you are involved in any murder, you too will be murdered.  

2. Right to fair hearing: fair just in court is for all Nigerians irrespective of rank and status.  

3. Right to private and family life: 

Every citizen has the right to private and family life.  

4. Right to human dignity: Torture or forced labour must never be used unnecessarily except 

where it involves natural assignment. Everybody has the right to human dignity.  

5. Right to ownership of property: Everybody has the right to own property, and people are 

not expected to destroy other people's property.  

6. Right to freedom of expression and the press: Citizens are free to make their opinions, ideas 

and thoughts known on issues concerning their interests, without intimidation or 

molestations.  

7. Right to Education: Every citizen has a right to go to school and obtain knowledge and also 

acquire skills.  

8. Right to peaceful assembly: Every citizen has the right to belong to any group or association 

which the law approves of. 

 

Abuse of Human Rights  
The abuse of human rights simply means to take undue advantage, violate or deny the 

fundamental rights of the citizens.  

This can come in the form of: 

1. Total violation or denial  

2. Partial denial. 

In the third world countries, the abuse of the human rights is on the increase. The ruler, police 

and soldiers often take undue advantage of their position to seriously abuse the fundamental 

human rights of citizens. 

  



 

 

 

Effects of Abuse on Human Rights  

The effects can be grouped under these three namely: Social, Economic, and political Social.  

Social effects 

Violation of human rights can lead to some social misconduct in our society today. Example, 

violent crimes committed here and there are as a result of violation of man's rights.  

Political Effects.  

Examples are rigging of election and declaration of the wrong or unpopular candidate as the 

winner against the wishes of the people. This leads to uprising and violent clash between the 

opposing camps. 

Economic Effects 

Abuse or violation of human rights can bring about low productivity especially when people 

who are not qualified to handle a particular position are put there. Appointment should not 

be based on nepotism but on merit and professional competence.  

 

WAYS OF PREVENTING THE ABUSE OF HUMAN RIGHTS  

1. Peace and order must be maintained by the agency responsible, which are the law 

enforcement agents which includes the Police, the Army, etc. 

2. The judiciary must be independent and their charges affordable so that the poor can always 

seek redress for the violation of their rights or for the wrong done to them by the rich.  

3. Freedom of the press must be guaranteed so that the rulers can feel the pulse of the ruled 

and protect their human rights.  

4. Basic education should be made compulsory for the improvement of the citizens.  

5. Non-governmental organizations especially those involved in human rights activities are to 

be encouraged. E.g. NAPTIP (National Agency for the prohibition of Trafficking in persons 

and other related matters. WOTCLEF. This is another agency set up to look into abuse of 

human rights etc. 

6. Ethnicity and Nepotism must be avoided in order not to discriminate against people in 

appointment.  

7. The principle of democracy must be upheld in a democratic state 

 

 

 
 
  



 

 

 

 SOCIAL STUDIES 
NEED AND REASONS FOR SAFETY 

Definition of Safety. Safety is the state of being safe and secure from danger and harm.  
 

Definition of accident. Accidents are unexpected events or unforeseen circumstances that 
occur unexpectedly anywhere or anytime and leaves the victim in an uncomfortable situation 
or injury. 
 

Needs and reasons for safety. 
1. To safeguard the lives of people. 
2. To reduce accidents. 
3. Safety promotes progress and development. 
4. To save the property of the masses. 
5. To maintain and control the activities of the society. 
 
SAFETY GUIDELINES AT HOME AND SCHOOL. 

Safety guidelines are those precautionary measures taken to prevent the occurrence of an 
accident. They are those steps taken to ensure that the lives and property of the people are 
well secured. 
 

Safety guidelines at Home 
1. The home should always be made clean and tidy always. 
2. Poisonous substances are to be kept out of children's reach. 
3. Teach children not to play with sharp objects. 
4. Broken glasses should be disposed properly. 
5. Banana peels should not be left on the floor to prevent slipping. 
6. Avoid the use of unsafe toys. 
7. Electrical appliances should be switched off. 
8. First aid kit should be made available. 
 

Safety guidelines at school. 
1. The school authority should always make sure that the school field is leveled, well cut and 
neat. 
2. Students should not be allowed to possess dangerous weapons. 
3. Students should be discouraged from climbing tree and walls. 
4. Water and septic tanks should be properly covered and monitored. 
5. First aid box should be made available in the school. 
 
SAFETY GUIDELINES FOR PEDESTRIANS, MOTORCYCLISTS AND MOTORISTS. 

Safety guidelines for Pedestrians. 
A Pedestrian is a person walking on foot on the road or highway. 
1. A Pedestrian should always walk on the pedestrian path meant for them.  
2. They should walk on the left hand side of the road. 
3. They should wear brightly colored clothes while walking in the dark. 
4. They should look left, right and left again before crossing the road. 
5. They should avoid wearing ear phones while walking on the road. 
  



 

 

 

Safety guidelines for Motorcyclists. 
A Motorcyclist is someone riding a motorcycle. 
1. They should always wear a safety helmet. 
2. They should also wear the rider's protection kite. 
3. They should avoid wrong overtaking. 
4. Overloading should be discouraged. 
5. Motorcyclists are also advised not to over speed. 

 

Safety guidelines for Motorists. 
Motorists are people who drive cars. 
1. Use of seat belts. 
2. Ensure proper maintenance of vehicles. 
3. Obey all traffic rules, regulations and signs. 
4. Avoid over speeding and reckless driving. 
5. Respect other road users. 
6. Obey the traffic light. Red means stop, yellow means get ready and green means go. 
NB: The body that ensures safe on our roads in the country is called Federal Road Safety 
Commission (FRSC). 

 

 

 

 CULTURAL AND CREATIVE ART 
(CCA) 

CONSEQUENCES OF RIGGING, FAKE AND ADULTERATED GOODS 
Rigging means to manipulate the outcome of something through dishonest means for the 
purpose of gaining. 
Fake goods are products that are not genuine. 
Adulterated Goods or Products: these are things or goods that are made poor in quality 
through the addition of another substance that is not suitable. 
 

Goods and products that are frequently faked or adulterated are: 
i. Medicine or drugs. 
ii. Processed foods or beverages, e.g. canned food, milk, juice, etc. 
iii. Clothing, e.g. shirt, trouser. 
iv. Fabrics, e.g. woolen silk or cotton fabrics. 
 
CONSEQUENCES OF FAKE AND ADULTERATED GOODS  

The use of fake and adulterated goods or drugs has serious bad effects on users. 

1. Fake drugs damage the liver, kidney and other organs of the human body thereby, leading 
to kidney failure, liver failure, etc. 

2. Fake goods or products can cause an accident in the work place because the workman's 
tools are made of fake and adulterated materials. 

3. In buildings, vehicles, etc. Fire outbreak occur because the wiring materials are fake and 
adulterated and this can lead to the loss of lives. 



 

 

 

4. Buildings collapse during and after construction occur because the materials used, such as 
cement, iron rods, etc. are low qualities and this can lead to loss of lives and properties. 

 
REASONS WHY PEOPLE PRODUCE AND DISTRIBUTE FAKE AND ADULTERATED GOODS OR 

PRODUCTS. 

1. Greed: means excessive desire for something, e.g. wealth, power, and food. A greedy 
person is ready to do anything to achieve his goal, not minding its consequences or the 
damage it will cause to others. 

2. Lack of morals: moral is the standard of good behaviour that is acceptable in the society or 
people. A person without moral is said to lack morals. 

3. Lack of patriotism: patriotism is the love, strong support one has for his/her country and 
willingness to defend it. A person who does not love his country or people is said to be 
unpatriotic. 

4. Disloyalty: loyalty Is the quality of being true and faithful to something or somebody while 
the opposite of loyalty is disloyalty. A person who lacks loyalty is said to be disloyal. 

 
HOW TO STOP THE SALES OF FAKE AND ADULTERATED GOODS 

1. Education: through education, product users can be educated and informed about the bad 
effects of using, selling and distributing fake and adulterated goods. 

2. Moral values: should be taught in schools, churches and families to enable citizens to 
acquire and develop standard and acceptable good behaviour and this will help the 
students to know what is good and bad. 

3. Be honest: this means the ability to always tell the truth. An honest person does not cheat 
or deceive. 

4. Know your right as a consumer. 

5. Show love to people: when you love someone, you cannot do anything that will harm the 
person. 

6. Be patriotic. 

 
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES THAT FIGHT THE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF FAKE AND 

ADULTERATED GOODS. 

1. NAFDAC - National Agency for Food and Drug Administrative Control. 
2. CPC - Consumer Protection Control. 
3. SON - Standard Organization of Nigeria. 
4: NDLEA - National Drug and Law Enforcement Agency. 
 
 
AFRICAN AND WESTERN MUSICAL  

Meaning of musical instruments - these are the devices used in producing musical sounds. 
Meaning of African musical instruments - these are traditional musical instruments we use in 
our various communities. They are widely used in Nigeria and Africa at large. They are called 
different names in various parts and they are made and produced in Africa. 
 
  



 

 

 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AFRICAN AND WESTERN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS  

AFRICAN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS WESTERN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

1. They are the musical instruments produced locally 
in Africa, e.g. rattle, talking drum, etc. 

They are foreign musical instruments produced 
outside Africa, e.g. guitar, piano, etc. 

2. They are made of seeds, beads and animal skin. They are made of brass and metal. 

3. The price is cheap. They are costly. 

4. The sounds produced varies. The sounds produced are the same. 

 
 

CLASSIFICATIONS OF AFRICAN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

African musical instruments are classified into four major groups, namely: aerophone, 
idiophone, chordophone and membranophone. 
1. Aerophone: these are African musical instruments which produce sound when air is blown 

into them, e.g. flute, ivory trumpet, double-reed pipe, horn, etc. 

2. Idiophone: these are instruments that produce sound when struck, shaken or hit with a 
stick or hit with hand to make it vibrate. Examples are rattles, woodblock, clappers, bell, 
all types of metal gong, thumb piano, musical pot, etc. 

3. Chordophone: these are instruments that produce sound by means of strings, e.g. musical 
now, one-string fiddle, lyre, etc. 

4. Membranophone: these are musical instruments made with animal skin. They are played 
by striking with a curved stick or hand, e.g. drum, talking drum, etc. 

 

MATERIALS USED IN MAKING LOCAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. 

The following are local raw materials used in making some African musical instruments. 
i. Bamboo stick/wood- used in making a flute, wooden drum and slit wooden drum. 
ii. Pawpaw stalk - used in constructing flute. 
iii. Elephant grass - used in constructing local flute called pipilo. 
iv. Camwood - wood cut from ufie or okwe and used in making clappers. 
v. Seeds - used in making rattles (ichaka, oyo, uyo). 
vi. Skins - used in making a drum. 
 
 
MUSICAL FUNCTIONS OF INSTRUMENTS  

i. Large metal gong (alo and agogo) is used to usher in new dance patterns to the dancers and 
also cues in other instruments. 

ii. Elephant tusk plays an accompaniment in the Igbaeze music. 

iii. Rattles, oyo, uyo, ogene, woodblock provide rhythmic accompaniment to musical 
assemble. 

iv. Flute and kakaki play the solo part in musical performance. 

 
CLASSIFICATION OF WESTERN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS  

The Western musical instruments of the orchestra are classified under four families: string 
instruments, woodwind instruments, brass instruments and percussion instruments. 
i. String instruments are instruments that produce sounds by the aid of strings. They are 

played by using bow and plucking the strings, e.g. viola, guitar, sitar, harp, etc. 



 

 

 

ii. Wood-wind instruments are musical instruments that produce sound when air is blown 
into them. They are made of wood or metal or advanced plastic. E.g. recorder, piccolo, 
flute, oboe, saxophone, etc. 

iii. Brass instruments are instruments made of metal or brass with a funnel-like mouth and 
like woodwind instruments, air is blown into them. E.g. trumpet, French horn, bugle, 
cornet, trombone, etc. 

iv. Percussion instruments are instruments that produce sound when shaken with hand or 
stick. E.g. bass drum, side drum, xylophone, tambourine, clappers, etc. 

 
 

BEAD  
Beads are small pieces of round glass, wood, plastic, disc, seashell, etc. with a hole through 
which they are threaded together to form a necklace, bangles, bracelets, etc. They are made 
of different shapes, colours, sizes and designs. 
Towns noted for bead making includes: Bida, Nassarawa, Benin City, Ijebu Ode, Ekiti, Sokoto 
and Ilorin. 
 
MATERIALS FOR BEAD PRODUCTION 

i. Seeds from plants. 
ii. Rope or thread. 
iii. Bottle cover. 
iv.  Baked clay. 
v. Rolled paper (magazine and calendar). 
vi. Bamboo sticks. 
vii. Straw. 
viii. Bones. 
ix. Coconut shell. 
x. Button. Etc. 
 
TOOLS FOR BEAD PRODUCTION AND THEIR FUNCTION 

i. Needle (piercing). 
ii. Hand saw (cutting tool). 
iii. Cutter or scissors (cutting tool). 
iv. Sandpaper (shaping tool). 
v. Drilling machine (piercing tool). 
vi. Sharp knife (cutting tool). 
vii. Hammer (hitting tool). 
viii. Pliers (shaping tool). 
ix. Nails (piercing tool). 
 
USES OF BEADS 

Beads are used to make the following: 
i. Necklace, bangles, earrings, etc. 
ii. Decoration of bags, caps, shoes, purse, etc. 
iii. To make a picture. E.g. mosaic. 
iv. Beads are worn by Nigerian dancers to emphasize the hips. 
 
 
  



 

 

 

 BUSINESS STUDIES 
 

ALPHANUMERIC KEYS, CORRECT LINE SPACING AND PUNCTUATION MARKS 

Alphanumeric keys  

They consist of letters, numbers, punctuation keys and some special keys.  

Touch typing: this is the ability to type without looking at the keyboard but focuses your 

eyes on the copy. 

 

Punctuation marks used in keyboarding 

The following are punctuation marks used in keyboarding: 

Full stop (.) 

Exclamation mark (!) 

Comma (,) 

Bracket (()) 

Question mark (?) 

 

Line spacing in typewriting 

The line spacing can be regulated by the use of line space regulator, you can regulate the 

line by switching the regulator on when the carriage is returned, the next line starts 

immediately below the preceding line, that is, there is no space left between the two lines.  

This means you are typing in single line spacing. 

 

 

 HISTORY 

OYO EMPIRE  
Oyo empire emerged towards the end of the 14th century and in the 18th century it has 

reached its highest peak.  Oyo was one of the Yoruba kingdoms, the descendants of Oduduwa 

founded by Oranmiyan.  Oyo empire was positioned in northern Yoruba land.  At the early 

period of existence, Oyo fought wars of survival with the Tape(Nupe) and Bariba (Borgu), 

thereby uniting her territory. They were very actively involved in the trade from the forest 

land to the south and savannah to the north. They were involved in slave trade, it was very 

lucrative and from it, Oyo empire became wealthy. The slave brought Oyo traders and her 

political elites into close contact due to the civilization that came commercial and intellectual 

centres like Jenne, Timbuku, Katsina and Kano. Oyo empire fought wars using cavalry warfare. 

They went into wars to expand their territory, thereby conquering both Yoruba and non-

Yoruba kingdoms and collecting tribute from them. By the 18th century, Oyo empire was at 

the peak of her power and had a very big kingdom including Dahomey (Benin republic) 

Kingdom. The vassal states supplied troops to Oyo kingdom and this increased the numerical 

strength of Oyo army. They defeated Dahomey and had access to deal directly with the 

Europeans on the coast. 

 

  



 

 

 

FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE GROWTH OF OYO EMPIRE. 

1. The Alaafin of Oyo controlled a large efficient and effective army which was remarkably 

well organized. 

2.Oyo people learnt the use of cavalry in warfare, this helped to enhance the mobility of the 

army. 

3.They established strong defenses at their frontier town to protect the empire. 

4.Oyo empire had a strong central government. 

5.Oyo people have a fertile soil and thus encourages farming on a large scale. 

6.Oyo had trade links with several areas both internally and externally. 

 

IGALA KINGDOM 
The Igala people are one of the ethnic groups which existed before 18th century. The Igala 

people live in an area of about 100km north and south of the Niger-Benue Confluence. The 

origin of the existence of Igala people remains unclear. There is a tradition of origin that link 

Igala and Yoruba. The tradition believed that the founder of Igala land migrated from Yoruba 

land because, Igala and Yoruba have many things in common. Example, they have similarities 

with Yoruba in the area of divine kingship, method of succession, royal regalia and language. 

Another tradition believed that Aganapoje founded Igala land and was the ancestral father of 

Igala land. According to this tradition, Aganapoje landed on a rock near Idah (The capital of 

Igala). He founded Igala and took the title Attah of Igala, therefore making it the leadership 

or kingship title in Igala land. After the foundation, he was made to be responsible to Oba of 

Benin. Later, he had problem with one of Benin's noble men Olila and because of this, a war 

broke out between Benin and Igala, after which he gained independence. 

Another tradition has it that a group of people answering Igala were originally under the 

leadership of the king of Jukun land, Aku Wukari. Later, they refused to go on with the 

payment of the animal tribute to the king of Jukun and this led to war between these two 

groups. In this war, Igala people claimed victorious and gained independence from the Jukun. 

 

CALABAR 
ORIGIN AND EARLY CALABAR HISTORY 

Calabar is one of the States affected seriously by slave trade. This slave trade almost ripped it 

dry, but it sustained its culture and heritage. 

The constant trade activities brought Calabar to limelight or prominence in the early 17th 

century. It serves as major slave trade market. The first colonial masters were the Portuguese 

who were attracted by the rich agricultural products of the Efiks and the Ibibio. The original 

name for Calabar was "Akwa Akpa" from the Efik language. Calabar became part of the British 

colonial regime and served as the capital from 1885 to 1893. Calabar today is a large 

metropolis with several towns. They are the most civilized by culture and nature. 

 

  



 

 

 

BENIN KINGDOM 
TRADITION OF ORIGIN 

Benin is located in the forest-belt of southern Nigeria. Benin kingdom embraced the Edo, the 

Benin speaking people and non-Edo speaking people. 

There are three versions to the tradition of origin of Benin. The first version believed that 

Benin was founded by the children of Osanobua.  According to this legend, the binis came 

from Egypt thousands of years ago and after stopping briefly at Sudan and Ile-Ife, they settled 

permanently at Benin. They made one of their prominent leaders named Igodo to be their 

king with the title of Ogiso. Hence, he began the first dynasty of Benin kingdom. 

The second version believed that Benin was founded by Oranmiyan, the grandson of 

Oduduwa of Ile-Ife.  The Benin found it difficult to rule themselves peacefully and demanded 

the Ooni of Ife, Oduduwa to send a prince to rule them.  Oranmiyan was sent and on arrival 

married the daughter of a village chief Erinwinde and bore a son.  Oranmiyan ruled Benin for 

some time and found out that only an indigenous prince of Benin who was familiar with the 

customs and traditions of the people could rule the kingdom effectively. So, he left Benin and 

returned to Ile-Ife leaving his son behind. His son grew up to become Oba Eweka1 who 

founded the second Benin kingdom. 

The third version was concerned with the events leading to the foundation of Benin kingdom. 

This version favoured the Yorubas. This belief held the opinion that it was not by request that 

Oranmiyan came to Benin but that he conquered Bini by military conquest. This tradition is 

backed by that historical fact that it was during the same period that Yoruba land was 

expanding its territories. So, it could not have been by an accident that the founders of Oyo 

kingdom could also have established the Benin kingdom. From the above traditions, it is 

evident that there must have Been a substantial degree of relationship between the Yoruba 

kingdom of Ile-Ife, and the Edo people of Benin. The Yoruba kingship system must have 

influenced that of Benin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


